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Bandall, 
banding together

Who is Bandall?

Bandall, the standard 
in banding

Bundling with care, saving on packaging materi-

als and providing a distinctive product. There are 

many advantages to Bandall banding machines. 

In various branches of industry for large and small 

products, from banknotes to mouldings, from 

luxury ice-cream and cakes to packages of sweets. 

Let us introduce you to Bandall, market leader.

A growth business 
The Dutch company Bandall, the specialist in the Benelux 

in the market of banding machines and bundling solutions 

since 1990, is synonymous with quality. Since the introduction 

of the highly advanced Bandall banding machine in 1997, 

growth worldwide has been continuous. With thousands of 

machines in more than 70 countries, Bandall leads the way 

worldwide. Thanks to the most reliable machines, optimal 

service, genuine interest in the client, both via distributors 

and directly with our customers. 

Banding machines 
With a paper or film band, you can bundle, label or seal 

your folders, banknotes, boxes of medicines or foodstuffs 

in a user-friendly and product friendly way. Bandall can also 

package your product in an attractive printed band, as a label 

or striking promotional packaging.

Save on packaging materials and energy. Your product 

becomes more prominently visible and more distinctive by 

banding with your own brand design. This Branding By 

Banding concept has become highly successful in recent 

years, particularly in the food industry. Giving your product 

an original, luxurious and easily recognisable identity.

Many uses
Banding is a most attractive form of packaging, both practi-

cally and economically. It is fast, simple, saves on costs and 

is environmentally friendly and low maintenance. This high 

quality technology is available in both stand-alone and fully 

automatic models and can be integrated into your production 

line and linked to modern software systems. The graphics in-

dustry first used Bandall banding to bundle labels, brochures, 

books and banknotes. The pharmaceutical industry followed, 

as did the fast-growing food industry, the tobacco, textile and 

EPS industries, and contract packagers.

Banding and 
bundling
Bandall stands for banding and 

bundling products: innovatively, 

fast and profitably, ensuring 

product protection. Bandall 

also cares about employees, 

clients, distributors, society 

and the environment. The end 

user’s requirements are the 

defining factor. We work 

together with the customer 

offering advice and guidance 

to together decide on the 

best solution. Directly or via 

distributors, who receive pro-

fessional support and training, 

and with whom we maintain very 

close relationships. This high quality 

working method with a strong focus on customer satisfaction 

has resulted in an excellent reputation over the last 20 years: 

open, supportive and customer-orientated communications. 

We are also committed to environmental issues; our method 

of packaging reduces packaging material volumes. 
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“Bandall is a family company. Customer satisfaction and quality are our focus, along 

with employees and the environment”

             Bram van Roosmalen, Managing Director
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Carefully packaged

Controlled  bundling

What does Bandall do?

+ Bundling with care
+ Cost savings
+ Uniform stacking
+ Reduction in waste volume
+ Efficient

Bundling is an important function of 

Bandall banding machines. Many 

companies in a variety of industries 

have been using this method success-

fully for years. It requires a minimum 

of packaging materials and ensures 

that the bundles are secured together 

without damage.

 

Bundles of advantages
Whether you wish to bundle stacks of post-

cards, passports, boxes of medicines, t-shirts, 

carton, aluminium profiles, EPS products or 

pre-packaged meat products, Bandall banding 

is the answer. Bandall bundles the product 

tightly where required, loosely where neces-

sary, and always without damage. This is 

especially vital for stacks of luxury brochures,  

boxes for expensive perfumes or banknotes. 

Bandall offers a wide range of banding solutions. Efficient and profitable due to high speed and 

reduced volume in packaging materials.

User friendly
Banding  five hundred folders with an unprinted band is child’s play. Sealing ten boxes of tablets can 

be done quickly and effectively. Packaging together three bottles of shampoo with a 2+1 band is as 

easy as packaging pre-packaged meat products in batches of five. Furthermore, the band  can be 

easily removed, in contrast to strapping or shrink wrapping.

Saving on costs
By using ultra-thin, strong banding much less packaging material is required than for shrink-

wrapping your product. In addition it also requires much less energy. Even more savings are achieved 

from the machine purchase. The Dutch quality of Bandall equipment is such that maintenance costs 

are minimal: lowest cost of ownership.

Bundling power
Bundling with Bandall banding technology has many advantages. There is a broad range of solutions 

including combinations with counting, stacking and banding. Together with you, Bandall looks for 

the best solution for your company and your product. We innovate, work together with third parties 

and will always find the most effective banding method for you. We do not only provide equipment, 

but a complete solution which results in optimal customer satisfaction.
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“Increase selection from 
the shelf”
Henk van Roosmalen, founder Bandall

Branding by Banding, 
the ideal presentation 

+ Stands out on the shelf
+ Flexible, versatile
+ Added value 
+ Ideal for Private Label
+ Environmental benefits

Distinction
An eye-catching package amongst all the other products is an important requirement of many produ-

cers. Bandall provides the perfect innovative solution. A band design, with your own brand image or a 

promotional print and your product will be even more visible. By banding a container of nuts or sweets, 

a pre-cooked meal or ready-made pizza with a printed Bandall band distinctive product qualities are 

enhanced. A great presentation and at the same time sealed and secured: tamper evident.

Increase demand  
Packaging your product in a high quality printed band increases selection from the shelves. If you 

wish to show off the freshness of your product, even a narrow Bandall band will provide ample space 

to print all your product information. A more inviting presentation of your product than a label or 

sticker. Did you know that Bandall banding requires much less packaging material?

Revolutionary concept
Branding by Banding is the new packaging or labelling concept. Bandall banding equipment places a 

high quality printed band around your product: a completely new and professional presentation. As 

world market leader, Bandall is the authority in this field and will be pleased to offer advice to enable 

you to market your product in this innovative way, from product idea to the finished band design in 

the shop.   

What does Bandall do?

Big Andy made it back safe and well 

and has given the Bandall machine a 

10 out of 10. 

I have some of the products he’s done 

and they look great!!!

Lewis Maclean,

Macleans Highland Bakery
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Shelf Ready Banding

Promotional packaging, 
Shelf Ready and more!

Promotional packaging 
Combine bundling your products with the Branding by Banding concept and you will have unique 

opportunities for seasonal packaging and special promotions. Your 2 for the price of 1 offer will stand 

out with printed banding. Customer advantage works to your advantage.

Savings
Many companies such as contract packagers already recognise and experience the advantages of 

Bandall equipment. For example, the Bandall uses less than 10% of the energy needed for a shrink-

wrapping machine. Add this to the reduction in materials and you are achieving considerable savings 

both for your company and the environment.

Seal and secure
Bandall banding can bundle and package products while sealing them closed. The band itself is 

firmly sealed closed at the base of the product. Once opened, the band can not be re-sealed. Both 

you and the consumer will immediately see whether the packaging is still intact. This is especially 

important for refrigerated products, medicines and other sensitive goods. In addition to bundling 

and packaging, increase safety, security and confidence in the product.

SRP (Shelf Ready Packaging) is a reality
The aim of SRP is to reduce the volume of packaging materials and simplify unwrapping and placing 

products on the shelves in the supermarket. Bandall’s answer is Shelf Ready Banding! Complete 

outer boxes are replaced by open trays, stabilised and sealed with an easy to remove band. For 

example, in the Delhaize supermarkets in Belgium, banded stacks of products are placed in uniform 

crates which are reused. Packaging material is minimal and products are placed straight from the 

crate onto the shelves.

+ Promotional packaging for more attention 
+ Savings on materials and energy
+ Easy to unwrap  
+ Efficiency in logistics
+ Combinations, counting, stacking, banding

What does Bandall do?
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Where is Bandall?

The finishing touch!

Finished?... Not without 
Bandall banding!

Printwork at the forefront
Bookbinders and print finishing departments in printing companies are ahead of the game with 

Bandall banding. This branch of industry recognised the value and advantages of banding early on. 

After all, printed goods and security documents must be bundled safely and without damage. To 

fulfil these specific requirements the right partner for advice, resources and materials is needed. 

Bandall has been this partner for many years and continues to be a key partner by working together 

with customers.

Finish
In the graphics industry much consideration and effort goes into the actual process of design and 

printing. There is little time left for the final process, also known as print finishing or post-press. This 

must always be rapid and Bandall banding solutions fulfil this requirement, simply, reliably, flexibly, 

quickly and innovatively with high quality technology. Print work, perfectly finished with a paper or 

film band. Larger packages such as flat printed boxes can also be efficiently bundled with the help 

of a press.

Endless possibilities
To bundle folders, brochures, magazines, business cards, notepaper, boxes for wine, luxury perfu-

mes or household equipment, and other printed goods Bandall banding machines can be used as a 

stand alone or fully integrated in the production line. The easily mobile installations can be placed 

next to the folding machine, collator, stapler or cutting machine. For example, many Bandall systems 

are placed next to the cutting machines at label printing companies where stacks of sheet cut labels  

are automatically transported and banded.

Impress
The graphics industry thinks ahead in post-press and makes clever use of modern Bandall techni-

ques and machinery. Bandall continues to invest and innovate, responds to market demands and 

develops new and inventive technology. Bandall continues to add value to the graphics industry.

+ Neat finish
+ Low operational costs 
+ Flexible uses
+ User-friendly
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Great presentation

Where is Bandall?

Brand new packaging
Versatility for consumables
In Bandall banding the food industry has a unique and versatile method of labelling, bundling, 

promotional packaging and Shelf Ready Packaging. Individual stand-alone machines and fully 

automated integrated solutions. Also available with data printers. A sell-by date or barcode can 

be printed onto the band at the time of packaging.

Branding by Banding – also for Private Label
Banding with your own brand image gives your product a unique and exclusive image. Your product 

is easily recognised, and your packaging is economically attractive and very environmentally friendly. 

By opting for one type of packaging for a series of products you can provide several clients with their 

original image using an infinite selection of bands. These can be used on all sorts of products from 

frozen foods to fresh products. 

Bandall is the market leader. Our unique Ultra Clean Seal (UCS) system is perfectly suited to the food 

industry: clean and neat!

Highest specifications
The food industry has specific requirements for packaging. Speed, hygiene and environmental fac-

tors play important roles as conditions can be cold, damp or dusty. In many cases employees work 

in shifts which means different people work with the machines. Bandall fulfils these demands with 

easy to operate equipment requiring minimal maintenance. Bandall provides support throughout the 

process, offering advice and training at installation and dedicated after sales.

+ Unique SRP solutions
+ Package sealed and secured
+ Excellent communication
+ ‘Clean’ packaging
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Smart and tidy, 
elegant and chique

Health & Beauty

+ Safe and clean
+ Simple and quick
+ High-quality cosmetic packaging
+ Flexible use
+ Ideal promotional packaging

Intensive Care
Banding is an extremely suitable method for bundling or sealing medicines hygienically and with 

care. Ten boxes of paracetamol or blister packs of tablets can be bundled together very quickly 

with a paper or film strip, easily removed at the pharmacy. Ready for sale with a promotional or 

brand image band. Two bottles for the price of one or Shelf Ready Packaging. Banding offers 

enormous advantages, both for the pharmaceutical and for the cosmetic industries. Bandall is 

also suitable for use in clean rooms.

Highly attractive
A beautifully printed band with your own unique house style guarantees great representa-

tion of your cosmetic products as this response shows: “In the cosmetic sector packaging 

should be attractive or preferably invisible, certainly for make up. Bandall responds to this 

with the transparent band which shows off the product and still provides the necessary 

information and seals the product. A luxury band with my own logo and brand image 

attracts attention and adds a certain cachet. With the promo band my products stand out 

in the shop.”

Clever logistics
When the orders come in from pharmacists, it is necessary to work quickly, hygienically and 

safely. With Bandall this process is more flexible. High quality technical machines bundle and 

band the boxes, and can count and stack them automatically in any matrix formation you re-

quire. Two rows of five boxes or four of six, the client decides. Cleverly banded with a minimum 

of packaging materials and simple to unpack. The enormous savings in packaging materials 

also benefit the environment. 

Where is Bandall?
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Infinite possibilities

Where is Bandall?
A bonus to every 
industry

+ Versatile solutions
+ Simple to integrate
+ Quick return on investment 
+ High reliability

Versatile solutions
Bandall is constantly developing new banding applications in new markets. Recent areas include, for 

example: 

EPS. Bandall is unique in offering arch sizes  for banding products up to 1500 mm x 1500 mm. 

Bandall continues to develop this line of EPS models. The machines can be fully integrated.

Mouldings and plastics. Bandall is becoming a trend here too. Our company is achieving significant 

reductions in the volume of packaging materials for our customers. Extending our areas of expertise 

to include bundling special forms such as profiles, DVD packaging, cutlery, etc.

And more. Think of aluminium profiles, electronics, tobacco, telecom and timber, also textiles such 

as  in hospital laundries. Contact us to discover the possibilities for your products.

End use in focus
Bandall is your partner in banding. We think together with you, offer advice and support throughout 

the process. We are 100% behind our products and will do all we can to ensure efficiency and bene-

fits for the end user.
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Ingenious series
Bandall provides a complete range of products, from simple stand-alone machines 

to fully automatic, bespoke solutions. Bandall equipment bundles together all 

products, even in demanding environments. The standard model can be fitted with 

options such as an External Reel Holder and printer. The fully automatic systems 

are modular. The different modules enable processing a diverse range of products.  

Pusher systems or conveyor belts often driven by Servo motors. Tailor-made and 

OEM solutions are also possible. 

Patented
Bandall has been granted an international patent for the unique technology to pro-

cess the thinnest, and therefore most economical banding materials, very reliably. 

Bandall equipment is available with many arch sizes to band very small or very 

large products with 28, 40, 48, 60, 75 or 100 mm wide paper and film bands. The 

machines have few mechanical parts and many standard components, ensuring very 

low operational costs. 

Ultra Clean 
Bandall uses an advanced Ultra Clean Seal (UCS) system to seal the band guarantee-

ing a clean weld. This method is based on heat and is 100% smoke and odour-free. 

This is a very important quality in the pharmaceutical and food industries, where 

hygiene is an important consideration. The ingenious ventilation system supports 

this: the machine remains clean by vacuuming small particles of dust or flour. 

High-tech band ing from The Netherlands With what? - Machines

+ Environmentally friendly and economical materials
+ Dutch innovation and manufacture  
+ High banding capacity  
+ Extremely reliable
+ Ultra Clean Seal system
+ Very low maintenance costs

Advanced banding 
technology

This machine has now been in production for a couple of days... 

And I must say that I´m proud to supply Bandall here in Sweden, 

I´m really impressed with the solutions for this machine!!! 

And this customer has the same opinion!

Björn Uddman, ASM Sweden. Bandall distributor.
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With what? - Machines and materials

The standard in Banding,  now and in the future

Design, innovation and 
manufacture in-house

+ High level technical expertise 
+ New solutions in cooperation with the client
+ Strong after-sales support
+ Environmentally-friendly materials
+ Extremely flexible

Modern designs
Bandall designs new banding technology in-house. State-of-the-art software and 3D designs offer an 

accurate illustration of the end product. A wide range of modules and options are available, enabling 

Bandall to create the banding solutions to meet the customer’s packaging requirements. Bandall 

also designs and builds to customers’ specifications.  

Flexible choice of materials
Every Bandall banding machine can work with banding paper or banding film in a wide variety of 

qualities. Film can be processed from 35 micron. Using this very thin film means less material, 

resulting in lower costs. All materials comply with the most stringent quality requirements and 

are available in standard widths of 28, 40, 48, 60, 75 and 100 mm up to 2500 metres on a roll. 

Biodegradable materials are also available. 

Printed materials are available in many different qualities; high quality printing techniques 

guarantee a perfect result.

Professional service
Bandall equipment is installed by professional engineers. This includes clear instructions and 

individual training in the workplace. Bandall supports your company from installation to start of 

production. We remain committed to ensure continued efficient use of your Bandall banding machine 

for many years and to full satisfaction.

Trendsetters in technology
Bandall continues to respond to the demands in the market with the most modern and advanced 

solutions. But also for easy operation, for example, the touch screen display based on symbols. This 

ensures easy use for everyone; important in the case of shift work. In order to continue to innovate 

Bandall works with partners and institutes of higher education in the field of development and 

innovation. Bandall also trains students from different technical schools.
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After 40 years’ experience in packaging and bundling, from a 

trading company in the Benelux to a reputable manufacturer 

and global enterprise, this makes me proud.

Pieter P. Wolf, co-founder Bandall
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The Bandall team

Together with you
An enthusiastic and highly motivated team of professionals work daily with pleasure on choosing and creating the best solution for 

every banding requirement. Constantly focussing on optimal customer satisfaction and maintaining our excellent name and 

reputation, Bandall is The standard in banding. 

We can only keep our promise worldwide with the strong support and contribution of our partners, the distributors. They market our 

machines, maintain contact with our clients, and know the local marketplace better than anyone. Bandall supports them with 

professional training and the most up-to-date information. 

Contact 
We will be pleased to talk with you in more detail about what Bandall can do for your organisation. Please call us or send us an e-mail.

telephone +31 (0)348 431520, email, info@bandall.com

Let’s Band all!



B A N D I N G
THE WORLD

A worldwide network of qualified distributors, ready to answer 

all your banding requirements. Please contact us.

Bandall International
Marconiweg 9a  3442 AD  Woerden  The Netherlands    Post Box 536  3440 AM  Woerden  The Netherlands

T  +31 (0)348 431520    F  +31 (0)348 431480    E  info@bandall.com    I  www.bandall.com


